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Of course, be it the Ice Silkworm Golden Silk Dress or the Ice Jade Bracelet, these things were used by 

women. Even if the price was high, it was meaningless to Boxing King Potian. He couldn’t dress like a 

woman every day, right? 

 

 

Just as everyone was puzzled, the fifth prize mentioned by Boxing King Potian knocked everyone present 

out like a meteorite hitting the earth. He actually wanted the woman beside Ziwei Star. Was he tired of 

living? Or had he been bitten silly by wild beasts during the competition? Besides, no matter how good 

that woman called Feng Qing was, she was not listed on the LED screen. How could she be chosen as a 

prize? 

 

 

“Tsk tsk, that’s not necessarily the case. Previously, Feng Qing was treated as the finale item. Although 

she didn’t end up being sold, this also meant the attitude of Ziwei Star.” 

 

 

“Eh, now that you mention it, I’m interested. Boxing King Potian is so fierce. Perhaps the Ziwei Star will 

really agree to his request.” 

 

 

“If I were Ziwei Star, I would definitely treat Feng Qing as a spoil of war and reward her to Boxing King 

Potian. If I can persuade Boxing King Potian to follow me wholeheartedly through a woman, I’ll simply 

make a killing.” 

 

 

However, there were also guests who could tell that the situation might not be as most people thought. 

The attitude of Ziwei Star towards Feng Qing was a little different. It was definitely not like how he 

treated ordinary servants. Therefore, if Boxing King Potian asked him for Feng Qing now, there was a 

high chance that Ziwei Star would not agree. Most importantly, Feng Qing was not on the list of spoils of 

war, so no one could say anything even if Ziwei Star rejected him. Moreover, Boxing King Potian 



snatched the woman from Ziwei Star in public. Wasn’t he afraid of angering Ziwei Star and finding 

trouble for himself? 

 

 

At this moment, in a passageway in the colosseum, Xing Wudi heard the words of Boxing King Potian. 

His expression instantly darkened. He raised his head to look in the direction and then walked down the 

steps. The experimental information of the Chu Clan’s secret laboratory, the rebirth medicine made by 

the Queen of the Netherworld Palace, CS100, and… Feng Qing. Xing Wudi’s silver pupils exuded a bone-

chilling emotion. Combining all the content on it, he was already certain that this Boxing King was Xie 

Jiuhan. 

 

 

Hearing that Boxing King Potian wanted Feng Qing by name, Di Minghao shouted, “This is too much. This 

Boxing King actually wants to touch my woman.” 

 

 

After the competition ended, Xia Qianxue took Di Minghao off her neck. Although Di Minghao had some 

baby fat, he was just puffy. In fact, he was very light. Let’s put it this way, Xia Qianxue could fight a 

hundred children like Di Minghao alone. 

 

 

Mr. Qing Er and Xia Qianxue looked at Di Minghao in unison. Actually, they had the same mood now. 

They wished they could immediately rush down and beat this boxing champion up so that he would 

know why the flowers were so red. 

 

 

Xia Qianxue raised her eyebrows. “What’s wrong with this Boxing King? He actually asked for Feng Qing 

as his prize. Could it be that he has improper thoughts about Feng Qing?” 

 

 



Speaking up to this point, Xia Qianxue suddenly revealed a look of realization and said, “Oh, I know. 

Feng Qing shot to help him just now, so he mistakenly thought that Feng Qing admired him, so he 

wanted Feng Qing to go over too.” 

 

 

Mr. Qing Er also gritted his teeth and said, “Oh, what a good boxing champion. You actually dare to have 

such dirty thoughts about our Qingqing. I think you’re really a toad lusting after swan meat!” 

 

 

At this moment, Di Qianmo, who was sitting on the luxurious chair, was also slightly stunned. He never 

expected that so many spoils of war could not satisfy the request of Boxing King Potian and actually 

pointed the spearhead at Feng Qing. Moreover, the other four spoils of war that Boxing King Potian 

wanted were also very special. In history, they were more or less related to the Chu Clan. The Ice Jade 

Bracelet and the Ice Silkworm Golden Thread Dresswere even things for women. Could it be that Boxing 

King Potian wanted these things to be given to his wife? 

 

 

Compared to the bracelet and skirt, the rebirth medicine CS100 made by the Queen of the Netherworld 

that Boxing King Potian had asked for seemed very normal. After all, Boxing King Potian was fighting and 

killing outside all day long. Perhaps one day, he would accidentally fall into someone’s trap and be 

seriously injured. At that time, the rebirth medicine CS100 would have its use, so Di Qianmo could 

completely understand. Instead, the laboratory information of the Chu Clan made Di Qianmo a little 

puzzled. Although the Chu Clan was quite famous, such ancient research information was not worth 

mentioning to many people. It could not be compared to those rare treasures. 


